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Abstract— In this paper, we re-examine the notion of string
stability as it relates to safety by providing an upper bound on
the maximum spacing error of any vehicle in a homogeneous
platoon in terms of the input of the leading vehicle. We reinforce
our previous work on lossy CACC platoons by accommodating
for burst-noise behavior in the V2V link. Further, through
Monte Carlo type simulations, we demonstrate that connectivity
can enhance traffic mobility and safety in a CACC string even
when the deceleration capabilities of the vehicles in the platoon
are heterogeneous.

I. INTRODUCTION

Connected and Autonomous vehicles (CAVs) have re-
ceived renewed interest from the automotive industry and
policy makers alike [1]. Connected vehicles have the po-
tential to improve safety and mobility on roadways by
increasing throughput as they enable vehicle following with
short inter-vehicle spacing that would otherwise be unsafe for
human drivers to maintain. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
systems use on-board sensors to measure relative distance
and relative velocity to the preceding vehicle. Cooperative
Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) systems have the added
capability to obtain acceleration of one or more preceding
vehicles (among other information) by utilizing Vehicle to
Vehicle (V2V) communication.

To prevent collisions in a platoon of vehicles, local fluc-
tuations in spacing errors need to be damped out as they
propagate across the string of vehicles. This condition for
string stability is often expressed and analysed in terms of
a frequency domain condition [2] which ensures that the
2-norm of spacing errors do not amplify. However from
a safety perspective, the maximum spacing error of the
vehicles is more relevant as it dictates if a collision will
occur. In this work, we present an upper bound for this
infinity norm of spacing errors as a function of the lead
vehicle’s input signal.

For studying string stability, we model vehicles as point
masses whose acceleration can be controlled through first
order actuation dynamics:

ẍi = ai, τ ȧi + ai = ui, (1)
where ui is the control input. While the lag in individual

vehicles of the platoon may vary, it is reasonable to assume
that it is bounded above by some value for all vehicles. We
will use this upper bound as the maximum lag τ for the
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platoon. In this way, any heterogeneity in the parasitic lags
in the platoon can be accounted for. We note that such models
have been used successfully in experiments conducted in the
California PATH projects [3], [4].

It has been long established [2] that for an ACC platoon,
string stability can be guaranteed if the time headway chosen
is at least twice the sum of parasitic lags in the vehicle,
assuming homogeneity in vehicle capabilities. For passenger
cars, these actuation lags are typically in the range of 0.2s
to 0.5s, necessitating a minimum time headway in the range
of 0.4s to 1s. This translates to maintaining an inter-vehicle
spacing of 12 to 30 metres at highway speeds. Heavy-duty
vehicles may have larger actuation lags, requiring spacing
greater than 30 m to operate under ACC. This is not efficient,
both from traffic mobility and fuel savings perspectives, as
we know that shorter spacing is required to take advantage
of slip-streaming effects for reduced aerodynamic drag.

Previously, it was demonstrated that the time headway
can be safely reduced further in CACC platoons using V2V
communication [5]. These results were initially developed
on the assumption that the V2V link is lossless. But in
reality, wireless channels are prone to packet drops due to
interference or bandwidth restrictions. Earlier work from
the authors [6] proposed a new limit on the minimum
time headway for CACC platoons, given a packet reception
probability. In that work, the packet transmission process
over the V2V link was modelled as a binomial random
process. It was brought to the authors’ attention that packet
drops over a transmission channel are not i.i.d (independent
and identically distributed) in practice and that burst-noise
models have been more widely accepted [7]. The discuss in
Section III reinforces our previous result by proving that the
same limit is applicable for bursty packet drops.

Finally, we also discuss the benefits of connectivity by
exploring the statistics of collisions in ACC and CACC pla-
toons. String stability can be guaranteed if the time headway
is chosen appropriately, provided the commanded accelera-
tion/deceleration during platooning operation is within the
maximum capabilities of each vehicle. But if the control
input exceeds the capabilities of some of vehicles in the
string, then string stability guarantees do not hold. Through
numerical simulations, we demonstrate a reduction in the
probability and number of collision events in heterogeneous
CACC platoons compared to heterogeneous ACC platoons.

In short, the contributions of this work are as follows:
• Provide a bound on the maximum spacing error of any

vehicle in a platoon, which has more bearing on safety
compared to traditional requirements of string stability.
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• Extend the authors’ previous result for lossy CACC
platoons by accounting for burst noise characteristics
in the transmission channel.

• Demonstrate the benefits of connectivity for reducing
the probability of collisions in heterogeneous traffic.

II. MAXIMUM SPACING ERRORS IN A STRING

Consider a string of N vehicles, where vehicles are
indexed in an ascending order with index 0 referring to the
lead vehicle. Let ζi(t) denote the state of the ith vehicle in
a string at time t; yi(t) denote the output of the ith vehicle
(such as spacing and velocity errors in the ith vehicle with
respect to some origin). Let di(t) be the disturbance acting
on the ith vehicle. Let Si denote the set of vehicles whose
information is available to the ith vehicle for feedback. Let
IN := {1, 2, . . . , N} denote the set of indices of all the
vehicles in the platoon except the lead vehicle. For some
appropriate functions fij and hi, the evolution of spacing
errors may be described by a set of equations of the form:

ζ̇i =
∑
j∈Si

fij(ζi, ζj , di), ei = hi(ζi), i ∈ IN .

When the disturbances are absent, note that ζi = 0, i ∈
IN is an equilibrium solution of the above set of coupled
evolution equations. We use the following generalization
of the definition of string stability due to Ploeg et al [8],
Besselink and Knorn [9]:

Definition (Scalable Weak Input-State Stability): The
nonlinear system is said to be scalably input-output stable
if there exist functions β ∈ KL and σ ∈ K and a number
Nmin such that for any N ≥ Nmin and for any bounded
disturbances di(t), i ∈ IN ,

max
i∈IN

‖ζi(t)‖ ≤ β(
∑
i∈IN

‖ζi(0)‖, t) + σ(max
i∈IN

‖di(t)‖∞).

With feedback linearization, these equations reduce to:
ζ̇1 = A0ζ1 +Dw0, (2)
ζ̇i = A0ζi +Byi−1, ∀i ≥ 2 (3)
yi = Cζi, ∀i ≥ 1, (4)

where w0(t) denotes the acceleration of the lead vehicle,
A0 is Hurwitz matrix, B,C,D are respectively constant
matrices.

In applications such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
and Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC), the set of
vehicles from which information is available is Si = {i−1}
for a single preceding vehicle lookup scheme. In the next
generation of CACC systems (CACC+ systems), we could
have Si = {i − 1, i − 2, . . . , i − r}, where r depends on
the connectivity. In a string of identical vehicles as has been
shown in [2], [5], one obtains the following error evolution
equations using a Laplace transformation for the case Si =
{i− 1}:

Yi(s) = H(s)Yi−1(s),

where H(s) is a rational, proper, stable transfer function.
The requirement of string stability has thus far [2], [10],
[11] been used as ‖H(jw)‖∞ ≤ 1.

From [12], it is known that the input-output relationship
for a rational, proper transfer function is:

‖yi‖2 ≤ ‖H(jw)‖∞‖yi−1‖2,
where the input and output are measured by their L2 norms
(power in the error signals). Practical consideration for this
application requires us to consider ‖yi‖∞ (the maximum
value of the output) as it has direct bearing on safety;
however, the corresponding input-output relationship from
[12] is

‖yi‖∞ ≤ ‖h(t)‖1‖yi−1‖∞,

where h(t) is the unit impulse response of the transfer func-
tion H(s). It is known from [12] that H(0) ≤ ‖H(jw)‖∞ ≤
‖h(t)‖1 and that H(0) =

∫∞
0
h(t) = ‖h(t)‖1, when h(t) ≥

0 for all t ≥ 0. Typical information flow structures such
as the one for ACC and CACC are such that H(0) = 1,
thereby putting a lower bound on ‖h(t)‖1 = 1. However, for
ascertaining string stability, one must attain this lower bound;
an obstacle to attaining the lower bound is to find controller
gains that render the unit impulse response of H(s) non-
negative. This is a variant of the open problem of transient
control and there are currently no systematic procedures for
determining the set of gains for this case.

In this article, we exploit the bounded structure of leader’s
acceleration and the finite duration of lead vehicle maneuvers
to prove that it suffices to consider ‖H(jw)‖∞ ≤ 1 to show
the uniform boundedness of spacing errors.

Theorem 1. Suppose:

• The error propagation equations are given by

ζ̇1(t) = A0ζ1(t) +Dw0(t), (5)
ζ̇i(t) = A0ζi(t) +Byi−1(t), ∀i ≥ 2 (6)
yi(t) = Cζi(t), ∀i ≥ 1, (7)

and A0 is a Hurwitz matrix;
• the lead vehicle executes a bounded acceleration ma-

neuver in finite time, i.e., w0(t) ∈ L2 ∩ L∞;
• ‖C(jwI −A0)−1B‖∞ ≤ 1 and
• For some α∗ > 0,

∑N
i=1 ‖ζi(0)‖ ≤ α∗ for every N .

Then, there exists a M1,M2 > 0, independent of N , such
that for all i ≥ 1:

‖yi(t)‖∞ ≤M1α
∗ +M2‖w0(t)‖2.

Proof. From A0 being Hurwitz, and from Linear System
Theory [12], one obtains for some constants, β2, β∞, γ2, γ∞,

ζ1(t) = eA0tζ1(0) +

∫ t

0

eA0(t−τ)Dw0(τ)dτ,

ζi(t) = eA0tζi(0) +

∫ t

0

eA0(t−τ)Byi−1(τ)dτ, i ≥ 2,

⇒ ‖y1(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζ1(0)‖+ γ2‖w0(t)‖2,
‖y1(t)‖∞ ≤ β∞‖ζ1(0)‖+ γ∞‖w0(t)‖∞,
‖yi(t)‖2 ≤ β2‖ζi(0)‖+ ‖yi−1(t)‖2, i ≥ 2.

Note that the last inequality results from ‖C(jwI −
A0)−1B‖∞ ≤ 1. The last two inequalities can be expressed
as:



‖yi(t)‖2 ≤ β2(

i∑
j=2

‖ζj(0)‖) + ‖y1(t)‖2,

≤ β2(
∑
i∈IN

‖ζi(0)‖) + γ2‖w0(t)‖2,

≤ β2α
∗ + γ2‖w0(t)‖2.

From [13], it follows that if
J∗ := max trace(CTPC), subject to

P � 0, AP + PAT +BBT = 0,

then for some η > 0 and for all i ≥ 1,
‖yi(t)‖∞ ≤ η‖ζi(0)‖+ J∗‖yi−1(t)‖2,

≤ (J∗β2 + η)α∗ + J∗γ2‖w0(t)‖2.
This completes the proof.

Remark: The condition that the initial errors must be abso-
lutely summable is trivially satisfied as there are only finitely
many vehicles in a string. For guaranteeing that errors are
within a specified bound, one must ensure that the absolute
sum of initial errors is within acceptable levels.

III. ADJUSTING TIME HEADWAY IN PRESENCE OF
PACKET DROPS IN CACC VEHICLE STRINGS

A. CACC vehicle strings

A typical constant time headway control law for the ith

following vehicle in an ideal, loss-less CACC string can be
written as:
ui = Kaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)−Kp(xi − xi−1 + hwvi),

(8)
where hw is the time headway, (Ka,Kv,Kp) are tunable
gains, ui is the control input and xi, vi, ai are states of the
ith vehicle.

Majority of the previous analytical work on CACC sys-
tems assumed that the communication channels are lossless.
It was understood from experiments that losses in the V2V
link would degrade vehicle following capability and may
induce instability [14], [15]. Works like [16] attempt to
overcome this problem by estimating the lost information
as necessary. Until recently [6], there were no quantitative
bounds directly relating the minimum string stable time
headway to the loss characteristics of the channel. We restate
the key results from [6] for convenience:
• By modeling packet reception over the V2V link as a

binomial random process, we showed that if a large
number of realizations are averaged, the state trajec-
tories of the stochastic system converge to that of a
deterministic system where the random parameters in
the state space representation are replaced by their
expectations.

• Using this deterministic equivalent system, we derived
a lower bound on the time headway as a sufficient
condition for string stability:

hw ≥ hmin =
2τ

1 + γKa
, (9)

where γ is the probability of successfully receiving a packet
- a quantity that can be updated in real time using simple
network performance measurement tools. Also, we have
made the assumption that whenever a packet is successfully
received, it contains accurate acceleration information. In
reality, the information encapsulated may have sensor noise;
we plan to account for this in our future work.

B. Incorporating the Gilbert Channel Model

The Gilbert model [17] and some of its extensions [18]
[19] are extensively used to simulate bursts of noise that
occur in wireless transmission channels. The Gilbert model
consists of two states: a ‘Good’ state where no packets
are corrupted/dropped, and a ‘Bad’ state, where only q%
of the packets are transmitted error-free. Let the transition
probabilities from ‘Good’ to ‘Bad’ and ‘Bad’ to ‘Good’
be P and Q respectively. The transition diagram for a
communication link between ith and (i − 1)th vehicle is
shown below, where ŵ ∈ {1, 0}.

V2V Link

Good Bad

P

Q

1-P

1-Q
ai−1

{

ai−1, if in Good state

ŵai−1, otherwise

Fig. 1. Communication link with Gilbert model

Since errors only occur in the bad state, the probability of
a dropped packet is:

P(ŵ = 0) = (1− q) P

P +Q
. (10)

Consequently, the expectation of ŵ is:

E[ŵ] = 1− P (1− q)
P +Q

=: γ, (11)

where γ is the probability of successful packet reception.
P and Q are typically small, if the states are to persist.

Moreover, we have assumed that it is possible to return
from the ‘Bad’ state to the ‘Good’ state. If, for example,
a hardware fault occurs and it is not possible for the V2V
link to return to the ‘Good’ state, then Q = 0 and we will
continue to receive packets with the probability q. This would
be equivalent to the situation presented in our earlier work
[6], with γ = q.

Consider a platoon of k vehicles. The ith following vehicle
obtains the acceleration of the (i − 1)th vehicle through
wireless communication. Random variables ŵi,j ∈ {1, 0} are
used to represent the reception/loss of the acceleration packet
from the jth vehicle to the ith vehicle. From measurement,
we can obtain γ := E[ŵi,j ]. Without loss of generality, we
can consider γ to be same for the whole platoon. Let the
lead vehicle be imparted some control action uL by a driver
(or otherwise). The equation of motion for the lead vehicle
and each of the ith following vehicles, i ≥ 1 is given by:

τ ȧ0 + a0 = uL,

τ ȧi + ai = ui = ŵi,i−1Kaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)

−Kp(xi − xi−1 + hwvi). (12)



For the remainder of this section, we work under the fol-
lowing assumptions which are reasonable from a practical
perspective.

• The leading vehicle’s trajectory is purely deterministic.
• The V2V link operates at a rate equal to or greater than

the vehicle controller’s sampling rate.
• The communication link between any pair of vehicles is

independent from any other pair. That is, the state of one
transceiver doesn’t affect the state of other transceivers
in the platoon

If we consider the platoon of vehicles as a stochastic
system, its equation of motion can be written as:

˙̂
X = Â(ŵ(t))X̂ +BU, (13)

where X̂=(x0, v0, a0, x1, v1, a1, · · ·xk, vk, ak) and U = uL,
the input to the lead vehicle. Note that only the system matrix
Â(ŵ(t)) has random elements.

Let ∆t be the controller time step so that the total (finite)
run time is tm = m∆t, m ∈ N. Let us consider the evolution
of the stochastic state vector over the first time interval
[0, t1):

X̂(t1) = Φ̂(t1, 0)X̂(0) +

∫ t1

0

Φ̂(t1, ζ)BU(ζ)dζ, (14)

where Φ̂(t1, 0) is the stochastic state transition matrix, de-
pendent on the values of ŵi,j at t = 0. For small controller
time steps, it is reasonable to assume that the input U is
updated by the controller at the beginning of each time step
and is held constant during that interval.

X̂(t1) = Φ̂(t1, 0)X̂(0) +

∫ t1

0

Φ̂(t1, ζ)dζBU(0) (15)

Since we have defined E[ŵi,j ] = γ, let us consider replacing
the random elements in the system matrix of equation (13)
with their expected values. Then we get some deterministic
system:

˙̄X = ĀX̄ +BU (16)

Our goal now is to show that E[
˙̂
X(t)] = ˙̄X(t), for all t ∈

[0, tm]. For the deterministic system, the state evolution for
the first interval [0, t1) is:

X̄(t1) = Φ̄(t1, 0)X̄(0) +

∫ t1

0

Φ̄(t1, ζ)dζBU(0). (17)

Now consider Φ̂(t1, 0) and Φ̄(t1, 0). Since Â(ŵ(t)) only
changes at each controller time step, it is constant in the
interval [0, t1) and takes the value Â(ŵ(0)) =: Â1. So, we
can write

Φ̂(t1, 0) = e
∫ t1
0 Â(ŵ(ξ))dξ = eÂ1t1 (18)

Φ̄(t1, 0) = e
∫ t1
0 Ādξ = eĀt1 (19)

Now we use the power series expansion for the exponential
matrices:

eÂ1t1 = I + Â1t1 +
(Â1t1)2

2!
+

(Â1t1)3

3!
+ · · · (20)

eĀt1 = I + Āt1 +
(Āt1)2

2!
+

(Āt1)3

3!
+ · · · (21)

While generally not true for random matrices [20],
E[Ân1 ] = Ān ∀n ∈ N (22)

for CACC system matrices with one vehicle lookup.
This is due to its specific structure since the diagonal

elements of the system matrix are purely deterministic and
the powers of Â only contain elements that are multi-linear
in ŵi,j . This allows us to exploit the fact that the expectation
of a product of independent random variables is the product
of their expectations. We have noticed that this convenient
multi-linear property of the powers of system matrices is
afforded only for one vehicle lookup schemes (CACC)
but not for platoons that utilize communicated information
from two or more preceding vehicles (CACC+ systems). An
example with system matrices for a three vehicle platoon has
been provided in the arXiv version of this paper [?], which
has been omitted here for brevity.

Thus, over a large number of realizations,
E[Φ̂(t1, 0)] = Φ̄(t1, 0). (23)

Since the initial conditions can be assumed to be the same
in equations (14) and (17), i.e., X̂(0) = X̄(0), we get:

E[X̂(t1)] = X̄(t1), (24)
for the first interval [0, t1). Let this form the base case with

the induction hypothesis for interval [tk−1, tk) as:
E[X̂(tk)] = X̄(tk) (25)

Now consider the next interval [tk, tk+1)

X̂(tk+1) = Φ̂(tk+1, tk)X̂(tk) +

∫ tk+1

tk

Φ̂(tk+1, ζ)dζBU(tk)

X̄(tk+1) = Φ̄(tk+1, tk)X̄(tk) +

∫ tk+1

tk

Φ̄(tk+1, ζ)dζBU(tk)

Using a similar reasoning as in equations (18 - 23), we can
show that E[Φ̂(tk+1, tk)] = Φ̄(tk+1, tk).

Again, note that the term Φ̂(tk+1, tk)X̂(tk) only con-
tains products of independent random variables. From
the induction hypothesis in equation (25), we can claim
E[Φ̂(tk+1, tk)X̂(tk)] = Φ̄(tk+1, tk)X̄(tk). This yields:

E[X̂(tk+1)] = X̄(tk+1). (26)

From the principle of mathematical induction, E[ ˆX(t)] =
X̄(t) for all finite t ∈ [0, tm]. This allows us to replace
equation (12) with its deterministic equivalent.

τ ȧi + ai = γKaai−1 −Kv(vi − vi−1)

−Kp(xi − xi−1 + d+ hwvi) (27)
Following the procedure in [5] for this governing equation,
we obtain the same bound on the minimum employable time
headway as in our earlier work [6].

hw ≥ hmin =
2τ

1 + γKa
(28)

C. Numerical Simulations with Gilbert Channel

Let us consider a homogeneous platoon where the parasitic
lags of all vehicles are upper bounded by τ = 0.5s. The
transition probabilities from Fig. 1 were set to P = 0.3
and Q = 0.1. Further, we assume that the all packets
are transmitted successfully while the channel is in the



‘Good’ state and only 20% of the packets are successfully
transmitted in the ‘Bad’ state (i.e., q = 0.2). We now
simulate a platoon of six (one lead + five following) vehicles
operating under a constant time headway policy as stated
in equation (12) using Simulink. The lead vehicle initially
moves with a constant velocity of 25m/s, then at t = 10s,
decelerates at the rate of −9m/s2 to 16m/s, which it
maintains for the rest of the simulation. This setup simulates
an emergency braking maneuver. Gains (Ka,Kv,Kp) were
set to (0.4, 1, 0.8). Spacing error plots for the first, third and
fifth following vehicle for a time headway of 0.75s are shown
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Spacing errors of a platoon using hw = 0.75s (Unstable).

We see that the string is unstable as the spacing errors
are amplified across the platoon. This is expected, since
even though the headway chosen (0.75s) is above the ideal,
lossless CACC limit [5] ( 2τ

1+Ka
= 0.71s), the lossy Gilbert

channel induces instability in the platoon. To accommodate
for this, we calculate the average packet reception rate, γ
from equation (11) to be used in equation (28). We get
γ = 0.4 and hmin = 0.86s.

So we repeat the simulation with a new headway hw =
0.9 > hmin. From Fig. 3, we observe that the spacing errors
diminish as expected. It is to be noted that the time headway
employed is still below the minimum stable headway for
ACC platoons (2τ = 1s), showing that even with lossy
communication links there is no need to downgrade from
CACC to ACC as long as the headway is adjusted using
equation (28).
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Fig. 3. Spacing errors of a platoon using hw = 0.9s (Stable).

IV. SAFETY ANALYSIS WITH ACC AND CACC STRINGS

So far, we have only considered homogeneous platoons. In
reality, not all vehicles on roadways are identical. There are

two sources of heterogeneity that need to be accounted for
from a safety perspective: heterogeneity in the time headway
selected by each vehicle and heterogeneity in maximum
deceleration limits of vehicles.

In most commercial Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS), the time headway for vehicle following is user-
selectable, leading to heterogeneity in time headway. Such
platoons have been analysed previously [21], [22]. Moreover,
in [23], is shown that even with a random distribution of
time headway selection, string stability can be maintained
with appropriate gain selection.

In this section, we study the second source of homo-
geneity: deceleration limits of each vehicle. A vehicle’s
ability to brake is affected by various factors (tire size,
tire wear, road surface, etc.). This leads to a distribution in
the maximum achievable deceleration of each vehicle in a
platoon. Consequently, a rear end collision could occur if a
vehicle with worn/old brakes follows another with a better
deceleration capability.

Safety in such scenarios can be assessed using metrics
such as probability of collision and average number of colli-
sion events per platoon (a measure of severity of instability
in the platoon). We perform a large number of numerical
simulations for ACC and CACC platoons under emergency
braking and compare these metrics between the two platoon
modes. The six (1 leader + 5 followers) vehicle simulations
were set up using the following guidelines:
• At beginning of every realization, maximum deceler-

ation for each vehicle is randomly picked based on
a probability distribution provided by Godbole and
Lygeros (1997) [24] for passenger vehicles.

• Initially, all vehicles are at equilibrium and are travelling
at 30m/s. The lead vehicle brakes with its maximum
deceleration assigned by probability distribution from
t = 0 till it comes to a complete stop.

• Each vehicle is assumed to be a rigid body with a
constant length. When the position of any points of two
vehicles overlap, we consider a collision to have oc-
curred. If two vehicles collide, both of them are assumed
to stop instantaneously. This is a source of potential
improvement in future work as the current simulation
setup does not account for momentum transfer effects.

For these simulations, the parameters (Kp,Kv,Ka, τ )
were selected as (2, 0.8, 0.25, 0.5) respectively and time
headway was picked as 1s. Note that the time headway
is sufficient to guarantee string stability for both ACC and
CACC platoons if all vehicles were homogeneous. Commu-
nication for CACC platoons are assumed perfect with no
packet drops. At end of each realization, we record whether
a collision occurred (platoon is not string stable) and if so,
the number of collision events involved. This was repeated to
obtain 10,000 realizations each for ACC and CACC platoons.
The probability of collision and average numbers of collision
events per unstable platoon is shown in Fig. 4 for ACC and
CACC.

We observe that both the probability and severity of
the collisions decrease in heterogeneous platoons when a
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CACC control law is implemented, showing the benefits of
connectivity from a safety perspective. A similar reduction
was observed in the variance of spacing errors over time in
the CACC platoon, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Variance of spacing errors over time

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a method to identify the maximum
perturbation in position for any vehicle in a platoon given
the lead vehicle’s input which is relevant for safety. For
CACC vehicle strings prone to packet drops, we presented
a sufficient condition on the time headway to guarantee
string stability and demonstrated its validity for burst-noise
channels. Apart from experimental validation using drive-
by-wire capable passenger cars, future work in this direction
may involve exploring lossy CACC+ systems which are not
amenable to the same analysis presented for lossy CACC sys-
tems in this paper. Finally, we discussed the improvements
to safety metrics afforded by connectivity in vehicle strings
with heterogeneous deceleration capabilities.
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